Abstract-For inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging of multiple targets, range profiles of different targets are sometimes coupled together, resulting in the ineffectiveness of traditional imaging method, while the couplings in range domain may behave differently in time-frequency domain, and the Doppler histories of different targets are potentially separable. Then the time-frequency analysis method can be utilized for signal separation of multiple targets. Notice that the nonuniform motions of targets may make the time-frequency curves changeful, and accordingly some preprocessing are needed. In this paper, a novel ISAR imaging method based on modified keystone transform (MKT), shorttime Fourier transform (STFT), and Hough transform (HT) is proposed. The radar echoes of multiple targets are approximated to a second-order polynomial. The MKT is firstly utilized to correct the range curvatures. Secondly, the signal in each range cell is transformed into time-frequency domain through the STFT. Meanwhile, HT theory and mask matrix are adopted in time-frequency curves' separation of different targets. Thirdly, after inverse STFT, the separated time-frequency curves are respectively back to the range domain, and the range profiles of different targets are successfully separated. Eventually, with further motion compensation and precise imaging, focused ISAR images of different targets are achieved. Simulation results demonstrate the validity of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging is an efficient method for providing high resolution images of maneuvering targets especially in many military applications such as target identification, recognition, and classification. Parameter estimation and motion compensation are the key issues of ISAR imaging [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In modern warfare, intensive multiple targets are often present in radar line-ofsight in various applications such as aircraft or ship formation, ballistic missile with multiple warheads, and space debris, which pose a challenge to the existing imaging techniques [7] [8] [9] .
In the same radar antenna beam, multiple targets may share analogous translational motion or behave variously. Various approaches have been proposed for ISAR imaging of multiple targets. In the first case, coarse imaging results of multiple targets are obtained via traditional single target imaging methods, and then different targets could be extracted via image segmentation and accurate imaging. In the second case, the traditional single target imaging methods may perform poorly. Within a short time of observation, the motion of targets can usually be reviewed as uniformly accelerated motion. The Doppler frequency produced by the translational motion of the target is a linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal, and the chirp rate is proportional to the acceleration of the target. Hence, multiple targets could be segmented and extracted via different parameters [10] [11] [12] . Some methods segment the signals of different targets into bulk images and invert them to obtain equivalent raw data [13] [14] [15] . Such raw data are then the input to an ISAR processor that aims at forming well-focused ISAR images. Several line or curve detection based methods directly separate the range profiles of different targets, such as the Hough transform (HT) [16] for line detection and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [13, 17] for curve estimation. In general, convictive results could be obtained when the range profiles of different targets are apparently distinguishable. However, when the range profiles of different targets are coupled seriously, performances of some methods would degrade. It is found that the couplings in range domain may behave differently in time-frequency domain, that is, the Doppler histories of different targets may be potentially separable.
In this paper, a novel ISAR imaging method based on modified keystone transform (MKT), shorttime Fourier transform (STFT), and HT is proposed for multiple targets. KT is a popular motion compensation method in SAR/ISAR [18, 19] . By transforming a slow time variable to a virtual slow time variable, it can achieve arbitrary linear range migration correction without the prior information of the target. However, when the target exhibits nonuniform motion, that is, radial and angular acceleration, acceleration rate, etc., the original KT becomes invalid. Hence, various MKT methods are developed with more attentions on single target [20] [21] [22] . In our case, the radar echoes of multiple targets are approximated to a second-order polynomial. The MKT is first employed to correct the range curvatures. Then the signal in each range cell is transformed into time-frequency domain through the STFT, and the slopes of different time-frequency curves are detected by the HT [16] . Based on this, the mask matrixes are constructed, and time-frequency curves' separation is performed. After that, by means of inverse STFT, the separated time-frequency curves are respectively back to the range domain, and the range profiles of different targets are successfully separated. At this point, precise compensation could be carried out for each target. Eventually, focused ISAR images of different targets are obtained.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the ISAR imaging model of multiple targets is established. Then, the MKT, STFT, and HT based ISAR imaging method is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, simulation results are presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper briefly.
ISAR IMAGING MODEL
The geometry for ISAR imaging of multiple targets is shown in Figure 1 . The instant distance between the radar and the targets can be expressed as
where the corner marks i and j represent the j th scatterer on the i th target. R i0 is the initial distance between the radar and the i th target. v ir and a ir are the radial velocity and acceleration, respectively. t m refers to the slow time variable. x ij and y ij are the coordinates of the j th scatterer on the i th target. In practice, the rotation angle of the target during the coherent processing interval (CPI) is usually small, thus approximations cos(ω i t m ) ≈ 1 and sin(ω i t m ) ≈ ω i t m can be tolerated. Then, Equation (1) is denoted as
Suppose that the radar transmits LFM signal, which is given as
where T p is the pulse width, k = B/T p the chirp rate, and B the bandwidth. Assuming that the radar emits N pulses during the CPI, the received signals can be written as
where A ij is the amplitude of the j th scatterer on the i th target,t = t − nT r the fast time, n = 1, · · · , N, T r the pulse repetition interval (PRI), and f c the center frequency of the radar. According to the principle of stationary phase [23] , the Fourier transform of u(t) is
Then the Fourier transform of Equation (4) over the fast timet is
After matched filter, we obtain
where f is the range frequency vector. According to Equation (7), we know that the range migrations arise from the coupling between f and t m , i.e., the exponential term in Equation (7).
PROPOSED METHOD
Signal separation is a direct method for ISAR imaging of multiple targets. For multiple targets in the same radar antenna beam, the range profiles of different targets might present two kinds of situations: distinguishable or coupled. In case 1, it is easy to implement. However, in case 2, coarse separation in range domain may lead to undesirable results. When range curvatures exist, the situation becomes more complicated. While the couplings in range domain may behave differently in time-frequency domain, and the Doppler histories of different targets are potentially separable. Considering that the possible range curvatures may make a difference on the separation in time-frequency domain, range curvatures correction should be carried out in advance.
The original KT decouples f and t m by transforming t m in the slow time domain to τ m in the virtual slow time domain as [18, 24] 
The original discrete data in the (f ∼ t m ) plane and the data after KT in the (f ∼ τ m ) plane are compared in Figure 2 , with the hollow and solid points representing the original data and the reformatting data, respectively. By this way, the KT can achieve arbitrary linear range migration correction without the prior information of the target. When the target exhibits uniform motion, the original KT can function effectively. However, when the target exhibits nonuniform motion, that is, accompanied by acceleration, acceleration rate, etc., the radar echo is approximated to second-order or high-order polynomial. At this point, the original KT becomes invalid. Then, different MKT methods are developed. In our case, the radar echoes of multiple targets are approximated to a second-order polynomial, and the corresponding MKT can be written as
Similar data reformatting comparison is shown in Figure 3 . It is seen that after the original KT, the data show an isosceles trapezoid. While after the MKT, it is no longer isosceles trapezoid, and the left and right borders manifest as parabolas, which are y = x 1/2 and y = x −1/2 [25] . By taking Equation (9) into Equation (7), we obtain
It is found that the coupling between f and quadratic term of t m is eliminated.
After preliminary corrections of range curvatures, time-frequency curves separation in timefrequency domain can be carried out. In simple terms, the processing procedure consists of the following parts: forward transform (range domain to time-frequency domain), lines detection, masks construction, time-frequency curves separation, and inverse transform (time-frequency domain to range domain). The main purpose of time-frequency analysis is to provide conveniences for separation of different timefrequency curves, rather than parameter estimation. Then in the selection of time-frequency analysis method, we give more considerations on avoiding cross-term interference with less consideration on high Doppler resolution. STFT and Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) are both common time-frequency analysis methods. The STFT and WVD of time-domain signal x(t) are
and
respectively, where h(t) is a rectangle window function.
In the case of multi-component signal, that is, x(t) = x 1 (t) + x 2 (t) + . . ., the STFT exhibits a little lower resolution while producing no cross-term, and the WVD can provide higher resolution while suffering from cross-term interference. Whether forward transform or inverse transform, the WVD generates larger amounts of computation than the STFT. Therefore, we choose STFT to implement the domain transformation under multi-component signal circumstances.
After transforming from range domain to time-frequency domain, Doppler histories of different targets are revealed. The couplings in range domain may be potentially separable in time-frequency domain, and the Doppler histories of different targets manifest as "diagonal stripes" with different slopes. Accordingly, HT is utilized for time-frequency curves separation of different targets. In conjunction with the flow diagram in Figure 4 , the proposed method can be briefly described in eight steps below.
Step 1 Match filtering of the radar echo signal.
Step 2 Apply the MKT to realize range curvatures correction.
Step 3 Take any of the range cells, and transform the data from range domain to time-frequency domain by forward STFT.
Step 4 Employ the HT to detect different "diagonal stripes", and construct masks.
Step 5 Utilize the masks to separate different time-frequency curves.
Step 6 Transform the separated data from time-frequency domain to range domain by inverse STFT, respectively. At this point, the radar echo signals of different targets within the range cell are separated.
Step 7 Repeat steps 3, 5, and 6 for all range cells. After this, the whole radar echo signals of each single target are obtained.
Step 8 Perform further precise imaging for each single target. During the procedure, data in each range cell correspond to a time-frequency image. Then a series of time-frequency images are obtained. It is found that the time-frequency curves corresponding to the same target keep similar slopes and initial frequency in different time-frequency images, although there are some differences in the details. Under this premise, the time-frequency curves separation in different time-frequency images can be carried out with the same masks. This point will be proved in the subsequent simulations.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the performance of the proposed method, two targets with different location coordinates and motion parameters are simulated in this section. The targets are assumed to consist of a set of ideal points and have equal scattering magnitude, as illustrated in Figure 5 . Their motion parameters are listed in Table 1 . The radar is assumed operating at 12 GHz and transmits 384 modulated pulses in each of 600 bursts, with the bandwidth being 200 MHz. The PRF is 500 Hz, and the pulse duration is 3 µs. In Figure 6 (a), the original range profiles of two targets are displayed, which are partially coupled. On account of the accelerated motion, the range profiles of two targets both show range curvatures to some extent. By employing MKT, the range curvatures are preliminarily corrected, as shown in Figure 6 (b).
Freely choosing four different range cells data and taking STFT, we yield Figure 7 . It is observed that the Doppler histories of different targets are distinguishable, and the time-frequency curves corresponding to the same target keep similar slopes and initial frequency in different time-frequency images. Hence, the time-frequency curves separation in different time-frequency images can be carried out with the same masks. In Figure 8 , STFTs of four different range cells data are drawn again. Unlike the results in Figure 7 , MKT is not imported, and the range cells data are directly from matching filtering results. As one can see, the time-frequency images are cluttered, and the time-frequency curves corresponding to different targets are undistinguishable. This illustrates the necessity of range curvatures correction and the effectiveness of MKT, although the range curvatures are slight in this simulation (comparison of Figure  6 (a) and Figure 6(b) ).
Through HT, the different diagonal stripes (corresponding to time-frequency curves of different targets) can be detected, and the masks are constructed, as shown in Figure 9 . Apply the masks to Figure 7 , and the time-frequency curves separation results are obtained, as Figure 10 and the partially coupled range profiles of two targets are entirely separated, with the results presented in Figure 11 . After that, perform further motion compensation and precise imaging for each single target data. In Figure 12 , the ISAR images of two targets using the proposed method are displayed.
The results indicate the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed method. By way of comparison, the method using the HT only (without time-frequency processing) is applied to deal with this case again, and the results are given in Figure 13 . To evaluate the image quality, Shannon entropy is adopted here. Suppose that the ISAR image matrix is I, which has M rows and N columns, then the Shannon entropyẼ is defined as [22, 26] where
The entropies of ISAR images in Figure 12 and Figure 13 are calculated and listed in Table 2 , which reveal the better performance of the proposed method than that using the HT only. 
CONCLUSION
The ISAR imaging of multiple targets is usually more complex than that of single target. In this paper, a novel ISAR imaging method based on MKT, STFT, and HT is proposed. The MKT is utilized for range curvatures correction. STFT and HT are applied to separate the time-frequency curves of different targets. After that, by inverse STFT, the range profile of each single target is obtained. Eventually, with further motion compensation and precise imaging, focused ISAR images of different targets are achieved. Throughout the whole process, the range curvatures correction has a significant impact on the follow-up procedure, and the transformations between range domain and time-frequency domain play an important role in decoupling and lossless separation of multiple targets signals. Simulation and comparison results demonstrate the fine performance of the proposed method.
